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Abstract— Creative design is both cognitively and
emotionally demanding. While some work has explored the
value of emotional arousal in the design process, we know little
about how designers’ awareness and self-regulation of arousal
impact early design stages. This paper describes the design and
evaluation of VibeRate, an affective wearable system
integrating haptic vibrations for signaling increase of arousal
levels. We employed an experimental study with 27 designers
to explore the value of haptic feedback, expertise and
constraints of the design tasks on the number of selected design
exemplars. Findings show that approximately 40% of the
images novice and expert designers select during the design
process elicit high arousal and novice designers select more
inspiring images based on the increase of arousal levels when
haptic feedback is activated. These findings have implications
for design tools supporting arousal-based capturing of design
exemplars, and for design training.
Keywords-affective haptics, wearable computing, design
process, inspiration, arousal, electrodermal activity

I.

INTRODUCTION

A wealth of research has focused on affective wearable
devices and vibrotactile feedback for communicating affect,
but their value as design tools has received limited attention.
This is surprising given the role of emotions in creative
design, and in particular the value of emotional arousal in
the preparation stage [1, 2], or for signaling stimuli’s
importance and self-relevance [3]. In the initial design stage,
graphic designers often engage in internet search for
relevant visual design exemplars [4]. Within such practices,
less attention has focused on designers’ awareness and selfregulation of arousal and its impact on the selection of
design exemplars.
This paper has a threefold contribution. First, we
introduce VibeRate, a wearable system integrating
biosensors for capturing arousal, and haptic actuators for
notifying users about their arousal levels through vibrations.
We present a system evaluation through an experimental
study involving 27 designers. Second, findings indicate that
arousal plays a role in exemplar selection during visual
information gathering, as about 40% of the selected images
contribute the increase of designers’ arousal. And third,
findings also suggest that the haptic feedback has an impact
on the designers’ behaviour when browsing freely
(searching passively) for inspiring images.

II.

RELATED WORK

A. Arousal, Inspiration and Affective Wearables
Exploring how inspiration is perceived, Hart [5]
performed 70 interviews and found that inspiration tends to
be described as connection, openness, clarity and energy.
The interviewees described inspiration in terms of
connection, openness, clarity and energy. The perception of
inspiration as energy includes feelings of “joy”, “elation”,
“excitement”, “enthusiasm”, “fulfillment” and “being at
peace”. Increase of excitement, energy (arousal) and
calmness were reported as occurring simultaneously or
immediately after feeling inspired. While self reports show a
connection between inspiration and arousal, there has been
limited research on bodily measurements of arousal during
the creative process.
Affective
wearable
devices
have
been
previously developed for capturing images [6] classifying
music [7], video editing [8], and capturing shots from videos
[9]. StratleCam [6] combines measurements of
Electrodermal Activity (EDA) and image capturing based on
the arousal levels of the user. Affective DJ [7] is an affective
wearable computer to classify and select music based on
user’s high and low arousal. Aizawa, Ishijima and Shiina [9]
present a platform that edits and summarizes a video taken
with a wearable camera based on measurements of arousal
and attention deriving from monitoring of α and β waves
with an Electroencephalography (EEG) sensor. Lafcam [8] is
a wearable interface that automatically edits a video based on
face recognition and measurements of arousal levels by a
Galvanic Skin Response sensor (GSR sensor).
B. Haptics and Affective Haptics
There is already extensive research on haptic feedback
and its ability to communicate information. Brewster [10]
argues that the use of audio feedback may be annoying and
has the potential to annoy others nearby. On the contrary,
haptic feedback can communicate information unobtrusively,
[11] rapidly and reliably to the users. Moreover participants
are able to perceive and interpret haptic feedback while their
visual attention is occupied [12]. In divided attention
contexts haptic information can be used to convey divergent
environmental properties which may be important for the
user [12]. The use of haptic and visual feedback can enhance
performance in single and multi task paradigms with high
workload [13]. Adding an extra feedback modality, haptic or
auditory, to visual feedback can improve reaction time and

performance. Finally, tactile feedback decreases workload
and haptic cueing can provide a significant performance
increase of approximately 12% in visual search tasks [14].
Haptic feedback can communicate affect in a socially
sensitive or impoverished context such as computer mediated
interaction between people or in human computer
professional, personal or entertainment interactions [11]. In
[15, 16] one of the major components of the I Feel_IM
system is HapticTickler that uses vibration in order to evoke
positive affect i.e joy and one of the proposed use of the
affective haptic interface is the augmentation of emotions in
online communication. Haptic feedback has been used
already in order to communicate affect but it has not been
extensively researched in the context of the design process.
C. Behaviour of Designers
Designers use different techniques to draw inspiration
such as search through magazines and newspapers, as well as
physical and digital image repositories [17]. They search for
inspiration passively when they do not have a specific design
brief in mind or actively when they have to find inspiring
examples based on a design brief [18]. Moreover, the role of
computers in the design process is multifold and its emergent
significance in the creative process [19, 20] as a
communication medium between designers [21], and as a
concept generation medium [21] has already been
recognized. The fact that designers spend a lot of time in
front of a computer screen searching for inspiring content
makes that particular stage of the design process the perfect
field to test our affective wearable platform.
Novice designers may experience more difficulties
during the design process compared to expert designers [22].
Novice designers lack confidence in decision making, may
experience difficulties in understanding the task more
frequently than expert designers do and cannot differentiate
important and less important issues as easily as expert
designers do [22].
III.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Our platform is able to detect the arousal of designers
while they are searching for images online and store them for
future reference. Based on designers’ own arousal level, the
platform notifies them that the current visual stimuli triggers
increase of arousal, i.e might be exciting and inspiring for
them. The affective device is wireless, portable, light weight,
wearable and as unobtrusive as possible.
We integrated measurement of EDA because;
•
•

It is associated with measurements of arousal.
Designers tend to move even when they are seated in
front of a computer screen. These small movements
make eye detection or face recognition challenging
unless designers wear an eye tracker or a camera that
records their facial reactions from a specific angle.
On the contrary the Shimmer Research [23] GSR
sensor of VibeRate is wireless and gives freedom to
the designers to move up to twenty meters away

from the computer when communication via
Bluetooth is activated.
VibeRate weighs less than 300 grams and integrates three
components; a) a wireless GSR sensor made by Shimmer
Research that transmits raw GSR data via Bluetooth to b) a
laptop, to which an Xbee Pro antenna is attached and
communicates in real time with c) a prototype armband the
user is wearing. The armband is made from neoprene fabric.
In one of its pockets we installed an Xbee Pro antenna
mounted on an Arduino Fio that allows us to establish
wireless communication with the laptop. For the vibration
we use two vibration motors that are sewed in the inner side
of the armband touching the user’s skin. Fig. 1a. shows the
communication flow of VibeRate. The first armband
prototype can be seen in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1. The communication flow of VibeRate 1b. VibeRate

Data processing, storage and communication are handled
by a custom-made application programmed using Processing
[24]. The GSR sensor has four different resistors to measure
Skin Resistance Levels (SRL) of different types of skin. To
calibrate the sensor we select the one resistor that
corresponds to the designer’s skin type and set the sensor to
send readings at 10Hz to our application for data processing.
The GSR sensor sends raw data values, ranging from 600 to
4000. The raw data can be transformed to Skin Resistance
(SR) units, measured in Ohms, by applying a polynomial that
is provided by Shimmer Research. SR is the opposite of Skin
Conductance (SC) and the transformation of the SR values to
SC values shows that the sensor can measure SC well below
and above the SC of human subjects accordingly, which is
usually between 2μSiemens and 20μSiemens [25, 26].
To smooth the data we down sample the sensor data to
1Hz by calculating the moving average of every 10 readings.
It is possible to measure changes in EDA with one reading
per second since increase in the SCL is a slow process; SC
Rising Time, the time between the Response Onset and
Response Peak varies between one and three seconds [27].
Fig 2. shows three plots created when we selected the
resistor responding to our skin type and tested the GSR
sensor. The first plot shows the raw values of the sensor sent
to our custom made application, ranging from 600 to 2000.
The second plot shows the SR based on the polynomial
equation given by Shimmer Research. The third plot shows
the SC values in μSiemens after translating the data from SR
to SC.

Figure 2. Raw Data, SR and SC plots

An indication of increase in the user’s arousal levels is
observed if the difference between two readings is between
0.2-1.0 μSiemens [27].
To calculate the event related SC Response Amplitude,
our algorithm calculates the difference between two
consecutive readings, thus the difference observed within
two consecutive seconds. If the recorded difference between
two readings is below or above the threshold of 0.2 and 1.0
μSiemens accordingly, the reading is considered to be a
result of an artifact or noise and therefore no vibration is
elicited. The duration of the vibration is set for 500ms in
order for the users to be able to perceive the vibration but
simultaneously not to be too long or disruptive for them.
When the armband vibrates, a screenshot from the user’s
laptop is taken and stored.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the system we designed a study and proposed
to test the following hypotheses using a factorial design with
haptic feedback (absent in the control group and present in
the experimental group), design expertise (novices and
experts), and constrain of the design task for identifying
visual design exemplars (browse freely and design brief).
H1. Haptic feedback and level of expertise have an
impact on the number of selected exemplars.
H2. Design task impacts on the number of selected
exemplars.

We recruited a convenience sample consisting of 27
designers, 23 males and 4 females, with an average age of 28
years. Within this sample, 22 participants were right handed,
and 5 were left handed. Designers were paid £15 for their
participation, and randomly assigned to a control group (10
designers) and an experimental group (17 designers). We
used the cut-off point of 5 year experience in design to
identify the two groups of experts (8) and novices (19).
The study procedure included two tasks: a browse freely
session (BF session) and a design brief session (DB session).
We employed a similar procedure as described in Mougenot,
Bouchard, and Aoussat [28] where designers browsed freely
in magazines and websites and then performed searches for
images related to a specific design brief. The duration of our
study was about 90 minutes for each participant and included
two parts:
• An initial preparation session. Each participant was
asked to sit comfortably on a chair In front of the
participant we placed the laptop that the GSR sensor
communicates with. For capturing the user’s
Electrodermal Activity we used silver/silver chloride
(Ag/AgCl) electrodes and applied them on the thenar
and hypothenar eminences of the left palm [25, 26]
and the GSR armband on the left arm. In this
session, we also calibrated the GSR sensor to users’
skin type by selecting each of the four resistors of
the sensor and turning the sensor on for a short
period of 30 seconds. The resistor that responded to
the user’s skin type was selected.
• Gathering design exemplars session, through both
BF and DB tasks, each lasting for 10 minutes. For
the BF sessions, participants were asked to browse
freely on the internet to search for inspiring images,
with no additional constraints about the specific use
of such images. For the DB sessions, participants
were asked to search online for inspiring images
after they were given the following design brief:
“A company has asked us to design a logo for a new
energy drink campaign that they want to launch. We do not
want you to design the logo. We would like you to browse in
the internet for images that you find inspiring for that logo
design.
Company Type: Refreshment Company
Product: Energy drink;
Target group: Young people male and female over 18.
They would like a logo that would embody action,
power, energy and the freshness of a nice cold drink
provides.”
During both tasks, participants could manually bookmark
5-10 exemplars, while screenshots were automatically taken
and stored each time an increase in user’s arousal levels was
detected. At such moments, participants in the experimental
group only could also feel a brief vibration from the
armband. The role of the vibration was explained to the
designers of the experimental group after the end of the
session, to avoid any bias in their search and bookmarking
strategy.
All sessions were video recorded with participants’
consent.

V.

RESULTS

A. Descriptive statistics
The number or selected design exemplars for both
control and experimental group, gathered during the BF and
DB sessions are summarized in Table 1.
During the BF session, the experimental group manually
selected almost twice as many images compared to the
control group (134 vs 71), and almost half of them were also
automatically captured. In the control condition, VibeRate
automatically captured over 75% of experts’ bookmarked
and over 35% of novices’ bookmarks. In the experimental
condition, VibeRate automatically captured almost 50% of
novices’ bookmarks, but only 18% of experts’ bookmarks.
During DB session, the experimental group bookmarked
almost twice as many images than the control group (128 vs
67), and more than a third of them were also automatically
selected. In the control condition, VibeRate automatically
captured over 40% of novices’ bookmarks and over 25% of
the experts’ bookmarks. In the experimental condition,
VibeRate automatically captured almost 45% of novices’
bookmarks but only 20% of experts’ bookmarks.
B. Effect of Haptic Feedback on Task and Expertise
We employed a mixed 2x2x2 factorial design with haptic
feedback, which is present in the experimental group and
absent in the control group, and expertise as between-subject
variables, and experimental task –BF and DB sessions- as
within-subject variable.
The dependent variables were the number of a)
Bookmarked Images, which is the sum of images that the
designers select manually b) the Screenshots with One
Image, which are the screenshots automatically generated by
VibeRate and include only one image. Screenshots including
more than one image were not taken under consideration in
the statistical analysis as we could not be sure which image
the designer was looking at the particular moment that the
screenshot was taken and c) the Screenshots with Identical
Bookmarked Images, which is the sum of screenshots that
TABLE I.

are generated automatically by VibeRate, include only one
image and have an identical image in the bookmarked
images group.
Repeated measures MANOVA tests were conducted to
test the impact of haptic feedback and expertise on the
number of inspirational examples that designers selected
manually or automatically through their GSR peaks.
The results showed a main effect of the task (BF or
DB) (F(3,21) = 3.60, p < .05, η2 = .34, observer power =
.71). Univariate tests also indicated an effect of task on
automatically selected design exemplars (F(1, 23) = 8.55, p <
.05, η2 = .27, observer power = .80), while the within subject
contrast showed that this effect is linear.
These findings suggest that the number of screenshots
containing one image of all users in both BF sessions of the
control group and the experimental group together was
significantly larger (Mean = 6.03) as opposed to the DB
sessions (Mean = 3.81). This finding is less surprising given
that the task of browsing freely for inspiring images is more
open and less constrained when compared to the task of
searching for inspiring exemplars to fit a design brief. This
outcome also validates H1.
Particularly interesting is also the interaction effect
between the haptic feedback and the level of expertise on the
number of automatically selected exemplars which have
been also manually bookmarked (F(1, 23) = 4.37, p < .05, η2
= .16, observer power = .52). Despite being weak, such
effect which impacts only the Browse Freely task, reveals
that the haptic feedback leads expert designers to fewer
moments of heightened arousal and subsequently fewer
automatically selected exemplars (Mean = 1.40 as opposed
to Mean = 5.33 without haptic feedback). In contrast, the
haptic feedback has an opposite impact on novice designers,
who experienced a slight increase in their arousal leading to
more automatically selected exemplars which have been also
manually bookmarked (Mean = 3.91 as opposed to Mean =
2.57 without haptic feedback). This finding validates H2.
The results can be seen in Figure 3.

NUMBER OF SELECTED EXEMPLARS IN THE DB SESSION AND THE BF SESSION BY THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Control Group
Browse Freely Session
Novice (N=7) Experts (N=3)
Total(N=10)

Bookmarked Images
Screenshots taken by VibeRate
Screenshots with One Image
Screenshots with Identical Bookmarked Image

50
379
38
18 (36%)

21
272
21
16 (76.1%)

71
651
59
34 (46.57%)

Novice (N=7)

49
330
27
20 (40.81%)

Design Brief Session
Experts (N=3)

18
135
5
5 (27.7%)

Total (N=10)

67
465
32
25 (37.31%)

Experimental Group
Browse Freely Session
Novice (N=12) Experts (N=5)
Total(N=17)

Bookmarked Images
Screenshots taken by VibeRate
Screenshots with One Image
Screenshots with Identical Bookmarked Image

96
660
78
47 (48.95%)

38
239
26
7 (18.4%)

134
899
104
54 (40.29%)

Novice (N=12)

98
609
64
44 (44.89%)

Design Brief Session
Experts (N=5)

30
142
7
6 (20%)

Total(N=17)

128
751
71
50 (39.06%)

Figure 3. Impact of haptic feedback on automatically generated
screenshots with identical bookmarked images by novice and experts in the
BF session.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an affective haptic wearable
device that a) monitors the arousal levels of the wearer b)
captures a screenshot of the users’ computer screen when an
increase in their arousal is detected and c) vibrates to make
the users aware of their increase of arousal. VibeRate is
wireless and that gives movement freedom to the user.
Ten novice and expert designers tested VibeRate in the
control group with the vibration deactivated and seventeen
designers tested VibeRate in the experimental group with the
vibration activated. VibeRate captured 6-7 times more
screenshots than the designers bookmark manually. A
number of those screenshots might have been generated
because of artifacts caused when coughing, taking a deep
breath or when the electrodes are not very well attached to
the skin surface [26]. The fact that the captured screenshots
are more than the manually bookmarked images is not
necessarily bad as the screenshots can create an arousal
based visual calendar of the users’ image search process. The
designers can go back to the folder of the screenshots
generated by VibeRate and reflect on the content and also on
their image search strategy.
In both experiments and in all four sessions
approximately 40% percent of the images selected by all
designers elicited high arousal to the users, ranging from
37.31% in the DB session of the control group up to 46.57%
in the BF session of the control group. Although less than
50% of the images the designers select elicit high arousal,
our findings suggest that a significant percentage of images
that designers select to use in the design process, increase
their arousal levels. VibeRate automatically captured 76% of
the images expert designers selected manually during the BF
session of the control group. In the other three sessions
expert designers selected fewer images of high arousal and
the percentage ranges from 18.4% in the BF session of the
experimental group to 27.7% in the DB session of the control

group. The arousal of novice designers is more consistent
than the arousal of the expert designers between the four
sessions of the control and the experimental group. Novices
select more images than experts that elicit high arousal with
or without the vibration (48.95% and 44.89% vs 36% and
40.81% respectively) and regardless if they browse actively
or passively for inspiring images.
Our findings show that the presence of haptic feedback
has a clear impact on designers’ arousal during the selection
of design exemplars. Such impact varies with the level of
expertise leading expert designers to significantly down
regulate their otherwise heighten arousal during the freely
browsing task, and novice designers to slightly increase their
otherwise lower arousal during the same task.
Haptic feedback does not lead to a change in the number
of manually selected exemplars. That may suggest that its
effect is felt at the edge of one’s awareness. Indeed, the
participants, in the experimental group bookmarked a
comparable number of exemplars as did those in the control
group. What has changed is the designer’s sensitivity for
design exemplars and how this sensitivity varied with the
level of expertise.
VII. FUTURE WORK
So far we investigated only the role of arousal in the
design process. An additional integration of a sensor that
measures valence, positive and negative, i.e. a wireless Heart
Rate sensor could gives us a better ratio of automatically
generated screenshots to manually selected images. It could
also help us understand the impact of valence when
designers select images during the design process.
A lot of freedom was given to the designers during the
image search sessions but still the two experiments were
conducted in a lab environment and had time limitations,
which might have an effect on the designers’ arousal levels.
Testing VibeRate in a real design environment while
designers are working on real design issues without time
limitations could elicit interesting results.
Haptic feedback has impact on novice and expert
designers. That could inspire the development of an
innovative class of technologies such as design tools for
harvesting the design exemplars through passive bodilybased logging during free browsing. While both novice and
expert designers could benefit from such tools, novice
designers seem to have a stronger gain.
Future work may look into the various qualities of the
selected design exemplars while trying to unpack the reasons
why the haptic feedback leads expert designers to become
more discriminative and novice designers more adventurous
in their emotional response to inspirational examples.
We tested VibeRate in the context of the design process
but we believe that due to its wireless and wearable features,
it can also be used with some modifications i.e deactivating
the screenshot capture feature, in other contexts that
emotional awareness and communication of the affective
state is essential.
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